
Eonomies with Repliable ObjetsWilliam Phan∗February 27, 2013AbstratAgents an repliate and transfer indivisible objets. Repliation and transfer takea unit of time, and agents olletively have a limited amount of time. How shouldagents transfer objets? We study e�ieny, strategy-proofness, withholding-proofness,and introdue a new axiom based on the onept of reiproity. We show that nomehanism satis�es all four properties.Extended AbstratA ompany may generate loal information (ode, data, et.) stored in geographially dis-tint servers during the day and have a limited window of opportunity to update otherservers at night. Eah loation may wish to update its own servers with information storedon other servers. How should the servers transfer amongst themselves?More generally, onsider the exhange of eletroni �les between agents. Files whih arepartially transferred may be orrupt or useless; hene, they are indivisible goods and we referto them as objets. Objets may be perfetly repliated and transferred from one agent toanother. We abstrat away arbitrary size of �les and individual transfer speeds�all objetsrequire one unit of time to transfer from one agent to another. Objet transfer may thenbe represented by rounds during whih an agent may simultaneously send one objet andreeive one objet. During subsequent rounds, eah agent may transfer objets he reeivedin previous rounds. A �nite number of rounds is assumed, after whih eah agent onsumeshis bundle. How should agents transfer amongst themselves?Following the axiomati method, we fous on several desirable properties and their impli-ations on the spae of rules. E�ieny ensures no resoures are wasted. Strategy-proofnessensures agents may not bene�t from reporting false preferenes . To enourage agents tomaximally ontribute to the system, withholding-proofness requires eah agent's best interestis to ontribute all the resoures he has (in this ase, objets). The next axiom is based onthe onept of reiproity between agents. Roughly, if i transfers an objet to j, then i hasthe �minimal right� to one of j's objets. The reiproity lower bound says an agent must beat least as well o� as his �minimal rights� from eah reipient of his objet. We show thatthe four properties are inompatible.
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The eonomy with repliable objets is inspired by tehnologies whih utilize end userresoures to distribute eletroni �les. Inentives were immediately reognized as importantonsiderations in building suh networks�in partiular, the inentive to ontribute resoures.Adar & Huberman (2000) studied a popular �le-sharing network and found that a largenumber users ontributed nothing. Our justi�ation for withholding-proofness stems fromthis pervasive free-riding in appliations. From Feldman & Chuang (2005):There is growing reognition among distributed system designers that theultimate suess of their system depends not just on traditional tehnial onsid-erations suh as performane, robustness and salability, but also on eonomionsiderations suh as inentive ompatibility.In other words, they suggest a mehanism design approah. One of their proposals is abilateral reiproation between agents�if you transfer to me, then I will transfer to you. Ourreiproity lower bound property formally embodies this notion. Feldman, Papadimitriou,Chuang, & Stoia (2006) studies a model where agents where agents are haraterized by agenerosity parameter and deide whether or not to ontribute a homogenous resoure to thesystem. They suggest �resoure heterogeneity� as an extension�we onsider that here.The model in this literature losest to ours is Aperjis & Johari (2006). Eah agent isendowed with a set of objets and an upload apaity rate; their onsumption spae is a listof rates of download indexed by their desired objets. They propose a prie mehanism todetermine a list of rates of download and ahieve e�ieny through a ompetitive equilib-rium. Agents impliitly stay until they reeive all their desired objets. Our main modellingdi�erenes are the abstration of agents' preferenes over time, abstration arbitrary apa-ity onstraints, and assumption of �nite rounds of transfer. We arrive at a model loselyrelated to the disrete resoure alloation literature in eonomis as initiated by Shapley &Sarf (1974).Referenes[1℄ E. Adar and B. A. Huberman. Free riding on gnutella. First Monday, 5.10, 2000.[2℄ C. Aperjis and R. Johari. A peer-to-peer system as an exhange eonomy. GameNets,2006.[3℄ M. Feldman and J. Chuang. Overoming free-riding behavior in peer-to-peer systems.ACM Sigeom Exhanges 6.1, 2005.[4℄ M. Feldman, C. Papadimitriou, J. Chuange, and I. Stoia. Free-Riding and Whitewashingin Peer-to-Peer Systems. IEEE Journal on Seleted Areas in Communiations 24.5, 2006.[5℄ L. Shapley and H. Sarf. On ores and indivisibility. Journal of Mathematial Eonomis1.1, 1974.
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